
make 
christmas
printeresting



Christmas Cards: As easy as 1, 2, 3! 
With Christmas Cards starting at only £35+vat including envelopes, there’s absolutely  
no reason not to send a bespoke Christmas card to your clients.

Christmas Cards   A6 50 100 200 300 400 500

Colour Outside & Black Inside £39 £50 £75 £99 £125 £155

Colour Outside & Colour Inside £42 £53 £92 £120 £145 £175

Colour Outside & Blank Inside £35 £49 £67 £82 £99 £120

Christmas Cards   A5 50 100 200 300 400 500

Colour Outside & Black Inside £44 £57 £98 £140 £175 £199

Colour Outside & Colour Inside £59 £87 £139 £185 £249 £275

Colour Outside & Blank Inside £40 £50 £80 £119 £149 £169

Prices are based on supplied artwork or using our pre-made designs.

As Christmas fast approaches, marketing sometimes takes a back 
seat and is forgotten about until the last minute. Let us take the 
guess work out of your Christmas and New Year marketing 
with our wonderful printed goods. 

from calendars to christmas cards, desk pads 
and note pads we’ve got this all wrapped up.

If you need advice or guidance on any product, our team are 
always on hand to help you with your order. Just call us on 
028 9002 2474 or email customer.service@kaizenprint.co.uk

christmas cards A6 / A5 

free  
Kaizen Year Planner 
and Pen with 
every order*
*while stocks last

christmas marketing and 
promotional printing



T: 028 9002 2474

the best way to spread the cheer...

step 1
Choose a design 
from our selection 
or use your own

step 3
Give your  
awesome
card to clients and 
reap the rewards

step 2
Send us your 
photo or logo 
and greeting 
if applicable

(and your business for a brand new year!)

Christmas Cards   A6 50 100 200 300 400 500

Colour Outside & Black Inside £39 £50 £75 £99 £125 £155

Colour Outside & Colour Inside £42 £53 £92 £120 £145 £175

Colour Outside & Blank Inside £35 £49 £67 £82 £99 £120

Christmas Cards   A5 50 100 200 300 400 500

Colour Outside & Black Inside £44 £57 £98 £140 £175 £199

Colour Outside & Colour Inside £59 £87 £139 £185 £249 £275

Colour Outside & Blank Inside £40 £50 £80 £119 £149 £169

Prices are based on supplied artwork or using our pre-made designs.

A6 / A5 

free  
Kaizen Year Planner 
and Pen with 
every order*
*while stocks last

christmas marketing and 
promotional printing

Personalised with your own photo



Quantity A4 A3 Thin ½ A3

25 £75 £105 £75
50 £125 £180 £125

75 £175 £255 £175

100 £215 £315 £215

wall calendars 

Calendars are the ideal gift to start the year. 
Whether they are for family, friends or business 
associates, a calendar is a sure fire way to 
remind them of you all year long. We have 
3 size options that are printed full colour 
on 170gsm silk paper. These are the 
perfect, cost effective gift! 

A4 / A3 / Thin (½ A3)



T: 028 9002 2474

Quantity A4 A3 Thin ½ A3

25 £75 £105 £75
50 £125 £180 £125

75 £175 £255 £175

100 £215 £315 £215

Quantity A4 A3 Thin ½ A3

5 £10 £15 £10

10 £15 £20 £15

25 £20 £25 £20

50 £25 £35 £25

single 
sheet  
calendars 

Our wall calendars allow your clients to plan 
out the year’s events, with you in mind! Fully  
personalised with your logo & contact details 
(for a small fee) they are a great way to keep  
at the forefront of your customer’s mind. Our  
Wall calendars are printed single sided on   
a 280gsm silk.

A4 / A3 / Thin (½ A3)
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tent calendars 
Tent Calendars are an amazing way to get your 
brand on a customers desktop. For a whole year. 
Each time they look at it, they’re reminded of you. 
Each time they check a date, there you are,  
unobtrusively entering their workspace. The  
ultimate marketing tool! Printed in full colour on 
280gsm silk, they are durable and cost effective.

A6 or DL - Single Sided

Quantity A2 A1

250 £170 £450

500 £196 £550

1000 £262 £640

2000 £402 £840
5000 £782 £1317
10000 £1358 £1788
15000 £1962 -

year  
planners 
An ideal way to make notes of 
important meetings, dates or 
even birthdays & holidays. Our 
printed year planners are a great 
addition to any home or office 
and they make a great gift. Printed 
on 160gsm matt coated paper 
they can be written on with ease. 

A2 / A1 / A0

free  Kaizen Year Planner 
and Pen with every order**while stocks last

check out 

our new 

extended 

product 

listing at 

kaizenprint.co.uk

Quantity A6 DL

20 £23 £30

40 £45 £60

60 £68 £90

80 £90 £120
100 £113 £150



T: 028 9002 2474

Quantity A3 A2

20 £210 £300
40 £295 £400
100 £495 £840

Quantity A4 A5 A6

20 £198 £134 £106
50 £275 £210 £176
100 £430 £340 £295

deskpads

notepads

You get an urgent phone call but you can’t find a piece of paper. Well why not draw on 
your desk, literally. Printed on 120gsm uncoated paper these handy desk pads will ensure 
that you always have a piece of paper when you need it. Each desk pad comes with   
50 sheets.

As an essential item for any office or home, 
these handy notepads are an easy way to 
jot down reminders and to keep track of 
your everyday tasks. Printed on easy to  
write on 120gsm uncoated paper, each 
sturdy pad comes with 50 sheets glued  
on one edge.

A3 / A2

A4 / A5 /A6

Quantity A6 DL

20 £23 £30

40 £45 £60

60 £68 £90

80 £90 £120
100 £113 £150




